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Letters
Nonviolence
Thanks for the good article on the power
line struggle in Western Minnesota
(Mov1NG ON, Feb., 1978).
My only c0mplaint is that you fai led to
point out the significant role that non·
violent stt ategic and tactical training
has played in energizing the farmers into
creative conflict with in the past several
months. All the local papers there have
noted th.e importance of this phenomenon. It represents a significant coalition
of former anti·war activists and local
grassroots sentiment.
-Davi d Albe
Movement for a New Societ,
Philadelphia., PA

by Charles Dewey
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by Elayne Rapping
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Socialist Conference
This letter is to inform you that the Sixt
Annual ilve~tern Socialist Social Sciences
Conference will take place at Camp Minaluta (near Nevada City), California, over
Memorial Day weekend. The conferenoe
is not affiliated with any particular political group or tendency and all interested
persons are invited to attend. This year' s
theme will be "Culture, New Social
Movements, and Marxism."
AAyone who would like more informa·
tion on the agenda or logistics can write:
Union of Marxist Social Scientists, Box
5358, Berkeley, CA 94705.
-Jeremy Shapiro
Hollywood; CA

Health Care
I

Eur-0communism-promise but noblueprint: ......................................... :11
by Richard Healey
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I was glad to see John Haer's article on
the issue of national health insurance vs.
national health service in the April issue
of Mov1NG ON. He provided a good de·
scription of the contents of the two major
pieces of legislation that the left needs to
analyze. But, as the conclusion of his
article indicated, we put ourselves in a
difficult position if we insist on choosing
one and writing off the other.
The only "synthesis" really possible,
given the factors that Haer outlines, is
to work for both the NHS tDellums Bill)
and Kennedy-Corman, depending on
local conditions. Maybe this is a kind of
cop-out position. But we can't really turn

continued on page 10
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The skilled trades·Privileged sector or
oppressed minority?
union, are often the outcome of shop
by shop negotiations supposedly based
Of.I such considerations as shop-size, type
of wbrk, the local economic environment and the aggressiveness of management and labor.
There are some exceptions. "Captive"
shops in the UAW (Big 3 and large suppliers) share many similar provisions
in their national contracts. At the same
time, the local contracts of "captive"
shops ·may vary widely and are supposed to reflect conditions peculiar to
a particular plant.
by Charles Dewey
UAW contracts in large corporations
In 1967 my family and I visited Disalso va ry according to industry. The
neyland. We were attracted to a booth
agricultural implement companies, for
where an artist drew caricatures. My
instance, (Jqhn Deere, International
wife is a musician. She was reptesented Harvester, Caterpillar, etc.) generaily
with a large head and a tiny body, seat- have higher wages in both skilled and
ed at a piano. The artist asked me what
pro.duction categories than the auto
I did for a living. I told him that I was
plants. Ag-Imp's pension plans are far
a tool and die maker. I received a drawsuperior, with credits based on approxing of myself with a big bag of money
imately $18 per year of service comclutched in one hand, presumably haspared with $10.25 for auto. On the
tening to the bank.
other hand, literally tho11sands of ·
This popular image of tool and die UAW shops, including tool and die
makers was false in 1967. It is even less shops and small parts suppliers, have
true today.
either insighificant pension plans or
The situation of fhe skilled trades
none at all.
·
within the United Auto Workers is a
Other important contract features
case in point. It is extremely difficult to such as cost-of-living allowances (COL)
assess the situation of the skilled trades . are often absent in UAW contracts. In
in the UAW. UAW confracts reflect a
many small UAW shops where there is
bewildering array of wage rates, and
no minimum wage guaranteed by the
restrictive clauses that borders on chaos contract, a new employee is in the posiand defies description. This anarchy is
tion of having to negotiate his/her own
not only tolerated, it is the product of a
.rate at time of hire. The consequences of
deliberate joint policy which helps to such contract .provisions in periods of
guarantee maximum profits for manunemployment are easy to imagine!
agement and tight control of the memWe can see that the recent Essex Wire
. bership by the union .
'settlement, forced on workers in IndiIn Europe a worker's rates and bene- ana, is not as notorious as it appears.
fits are union-wide. Some benefits, This contract, which increases wages
sucli as vacations and pensions, are un- of production workers to $3. 75 and
iversal and may even be guaranteed by skilled to $5 .02 per hour by f980 and
law. In this country, however, the con- provides no pensions and no COL, is
ditions of labor, e~eo within the same only one of the many UAW contra~ts

It has long been the common wisdom
on the American left that the skilled
worker is the "aristocrat" of :the labor
movement, bought off by high wages
and jealously guarding the white male
club of the trade. We are printing the
following article, not because it represents NAM's views o'n this issue, but because it questions certain assumptions
that need to be re-examined and may
therefore serve to further dialogue on
this important issue.
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that puts the union label on scab wages
and conditiems.
Most. of the autorpatioq, tools, dies,
fixtures, and guages required by auto,
Ag-Imp, and Aerospace are .b uilt in job
shops. Job shops are relatively small. A
25-person job shop is a medium sized
shop. A shop employing 300 people is
considered large. Job shops have been
the traditional domain of highly skilled
workers who received the highest compensation in the industry. No longer!
A mass exodus to the "captive" or big
shops has taken place. The attraction
has been comparable wages coupled
with vastly superior fringe benefits.
lt's true that the top wages of some
skilled tradespeople in D.etroit job shops
with the best contracts are around $10
per hour, more or less.·Wages of skilled
tradespeople in the "Big 3" will be $9.75
by September, 1978. However, wages
of production employees in the auto
shops will approach $8 per hour at that
time, and in additjon they share substantial fringe benefits provided in Big
3 contracts.
Many UAW tool and die makers outside of the big auto shops would be
happy just with the wage rates of unskilled auto work'ers. Because of their ' ·
comparatively high pay and infinitely
better benefits, the total compensation
of unskilled workers in the "captive
shops" is greater than that of the mass
of UAW skilled tradespeople employed
elsewhere. U11organlzed skilled workers, except during boom periods, are
COMMENT if 5 '
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simply behind the economic 8-ball.
Those who subscribe to the "aristocrat of labor" theory should compare
the skilled "aristocrats" and the unskilled "aristocrats" where they exist
side by side, by wages, privileges, or
prestige. These critics may even conclude that such an "aristocracy" doesn't
even exist. In any case, they might refrain from making blanket condemnations of the skilled trades. Plucking a
feather from a duck and scrutinizing it,
however closely, tells you little about
the duck. It's also a disservice to the
duck!
In the November 8, I 976, issue of
Baron 1s Business Weekly an article appeared which discussed labor's "oppressed minority" and stated the case
for the UAW skilled trades. The Baron's article mentioned the shrinking
wage differentials between skilled and
production as a major cause of dissatisfaction among skilled workers.
One of the factors in the reduction of
this differential is, as Barron's correctly states, "cost of living" money,
which, distributed not as _percentage increases but as flat across the board
raises to skilled and production alike,
has an equalizing effect.
Actually, skilled trades people have no
quarrel with the wage gains of _prnduction workers which they regard as inadequate and a result of either inability or unwillingness to press their demands in strike actions. The bitterness
of UAW skilled workers arises from the
knowledge that their own struggles are
being contained and smothered by an
alliance of management and a UAW
leadership that seeks to retard the advance of skilled tradespeople to the pace
set by production workers. The shrinking wage differential is tangible evidence of the success of this policy.
Skilled tradespeople will agree that
they are an "oppressed minority". It
would ~more correct to call this rather
large minority (20% of the UAW) "exploited" rather than "oppressed". Skilled
workers are well aware that the value
which theiF labor adds to the products
they make is greater than that added
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by unskilled workers. Although they do
not think of the intensity of exploitation
as the magnitude which exists between
the value they produce and the price
they receive for their labor power, they
nevertheless understand that they are
being cheated.
While willing to concede that . both
skilled and unskilled are victims of the
same .c onspiracy, they see themselves
as the underdogs. They cite as confir-
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to skilled workers as a "selfish minority"
and speak of this "very small minority"
as seeking advantages at the expense of
the great masses of members.
On the other hand, skilled tradespeople are convinced that production workers, becaw;e of their numbers, have more
-representation and therefore their demands r<&eive more consideration, particularly,at contract time, to the exclusion of skilled workers. Efforts at unity by rank and file organizations fif
both groups are blunted by UAW administration forces who use references
such as "that black production caucus"
or that "white skilled trades bunch",
depending on their audience.
.
The divisive expressions "radicals" ,
"dissidents", and "outsiders" have become eipthets in the mouths of the top
UAW leildership who conveniently forget that they themselves were once described in the same way by labor's enemies-and for the same purpose.

Taking Action
SOFTENING THE HLOW

Cartoon depicting their view of the
plight of ·the skilled tradesman in The
Skilled Tradesman Newsletter.
mation of this view the years of training at apprentice or trainees' pay, the
feast or famine nature of the trade, the
responsibilities and pressures fo the exacting work, and the expensive tools
they must buy . And they see the denial
of the right to veto the contract as nothing more than a strike-breaking
measure used against the skilled trades.
Unity between skilled and unskilled
is an absolute necessity, just as is the
unity of black and white, in order to
bring about radical change and to
achieve mutual goals.
However, division between skilled
and production workers is deliberately
encouraged and maintained by both union and management. Production workers often view their fell ow union members as those "greedy skilled tradesmen".
Official UAW docup)ents obliquely refer

A skilled trades revolt in 1976, organized· and led by the Independent
Skilled Trades Council, a national organization of 10,000 UAW tradespeople,
defeated the national Ford agreement
for the first time in history. Although
the skilled trades rejection was later circumvef.lted by an arbitrary decision of
the IEB, it caused a great deal of consternation and promp~ed t~e International to issue an ediot claiming the
right to reverse contract rejections and
to limit strikes.
This declaration, issued as the "Joint
Constitution and Resolution Committee Statement on Separate Ratification"
at the '76 Convention, cites article 19,
section 3 of the UAW Constitution as
its authority. Its provisions apply to production and skilled alike.
During the token Ford strike of 1976
Company officials, who anticipated the
trouble with skilled trades workers and
doubted UAW's ability to handle it, offered more money for the skilled. This
offer was rejected by Leonard Woodcock who was afraid that he would be
forced to deal with a revolt among the

production workers.
,
The Ford offer is a testament to the
organization and militancy of the skilled
trades. The offer was reported by the
Wall Street Journal and Barron's. Skilled
tradespeople were first made aware of
it by Ford foremen . These foi'emen encouraged them to hold out for more,
since the §alaries of supervisibn reflect
the wage gains of skilled workers.
The advanced struggles of the skilled
trades exposed and defeated ·;some of
the most cherished strike breaking tactics of the UAW's top bureaucrats. Ford
Engineering, Local 245 was picketed
and closed down with skilled trades
leadership in defiance of orders by the
International which claimed that the
operations of the plant were "essential".
Official UAW authorizations to cross · This workers has one minute in which to insert the back seat of a car.
Local 600 picket lines at the Rouge for
"necessary maintenance" floated like
confetti throughout the the Local and
were available for the asking. Skilled
trades pickets refused to recognize the
authorizations, and several of their
committeemen were .threatened with
suspens_ipn.
A skilled worker usually comes into
industry with working class or at least
trade union consciousness and is committed to a lifetime as an industrial
worker on entering an apprenticeship or training program. Because he
or she has no plans for escaping the
shop, he or she is interested in improving conditions on the job. Therefore, he
or she is likely to be a strong, loyal trade
unionist.
Workers assem'ble radios at the Motorola plant in Quincy, Illinois.
Divisive, unprincipled attacks on ·
skilled workers by the American left
shows that it not only remains confused
have been adequately explained by the
a more thorough understanding of the
about the composition of the working
labor thieory of vah.1e and really require
actual conditions and role of the
class but that it even has difficalty in
skilled trades in. the American labot
· no further elaboration. The subject of
identifying the "main enemy~·
movement.
racism
among
skilled
workers
would
reThe epithets, "labor aristocra'ts" and
quire another article, which would cer"white, racist skilled tradesmen" unfortainly revolve around apprenticeship
Charles Dewey is a skilled worker who,
tunately have their origins on the left.
programs. But, contrary to popular bewith time off for World War II, has spent
Ideas that the skilled have been "bought
3 7 years in tool and die, beginning in
lief, skilled workers dci not feel chaloff" and that any higher wages they
by
the
black
job
competition
the tool room at Packard Motor Car Co.
lenged
might enjoy have been won at the exthat intensifies race hatred. ·
in 1941. At 56 he is still working at his
pense of production workers are also intrade.
W-0rking class unity is dependent on
ventions of the left. Wage differentials
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The small city with the big law
Akron's repressive anti-abortion
ordinance is spurring similar efforts
around the country
by Elayne Rapping
The anti-abortion movement in this
country is unfortunately very much,
alive and far too well for our comfort.
The passage, in Akron, Ohio, on Feb.
28th, of the most restrictive anti-abortion ordinance a11.ywhere in the country,
is only one dramatic example of what
is in fact a well coordinated and funded national movement to deny the right
to choose. The ultimate goals of this
movement go beyond the question of
women's rights to encompass a long
range, historically unprecedented plan
to undermine the democratic rights of
all Americans through a Constitutional
Convention which could result in a Fewriting of the entire Constitution and
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the Bill of Rights.
The Akron ordinance is, according to
one Ohio Pro-Choice activist, so "punitive and sadistic toward. women" that
its enforcement will "create more
mental health problems than you can
shake a stick at."
It provides, among other things, that
the recipient of an abortion have her
husband or parents' consent and "have
been orally informe.d by her attending
physician of the following facts" and
sign a consent form so indicating. Th~
"facts" include these:
"That the unborn child is a human
life at the moment of conception and
that there has been described iH detail
the anatomical and physiological characteristics of the particular unborn
child at the gestation point of develop-

ment.. .including but not limited to, appearance, mobility, tactile sensitivity,
perception of response and pain, brain
and heart functions, presence of inter·
nal organs and external members .. ..
"That abortion is a major surgical
procedu~e which can result in serious
-complications including hemorrhage,
perforated uterus, infection, menstrual
disturbance, sterility and miscarriage,
and prematurity in subsequeut pregnancies; and that abortion may leave
essentially unaffected or may worseu
existing psychological problems she
may have and can result in severe emotional disturbauces." ·
The ordinance also requires a 24~hour
waiting period for abortion after tfue
consent form is signed; and that the recipient be informed of existing agencies
which provide aid in "alternative solutions to abortion." An original proposal to include_pictures of unborn fetuses
did oot appear in the final version,
through some stroke of luck for the
many women undergoing what will already amount to psychological harassment of the most severe kind.
How did this reactionary bill Hnd .its
way into law? The story is interesting
· and important for us to understand if
we are to appreciate the ideological and
organizational strength of the New
Right in this country, and the importance of a serious and effective left response.
In 1976 a similar bill was introduced
in the City Council by Akron anti-abortion forces, but failed to p ass. However, by 1978, .with the growing strength
e>f the Right to Life movement, Councilman Ray Kapper, believed by many
to have his eye on the mayor's office,
sensed the political possibilities of pushing the issue again. Kapper contacted
attorney Alan. Segedi, who drafted the
original bill, and asked him to draft another. Segedi, with the help of Marvin
Weinberger and much aid fro m the
powerful National Right to Life Committee (NRLC) in Washington, did that
and more.
Weinberger, the driving force behind
the local campaign, formed an organi-

zation called Citizens for Informed Consent_( CIC), a splinter group of the Greater Akron Right to Life Society (CARLS)
and began traveling through Ohio, and
later elsewhere, publicizing the bill and
trying to get it introduced in as many
cities as p9ssible. In fact, similar bills
had already been passed in several small
Ohio communities, with little public attention, before the Akron bill came up.
Weinberger is himself aFI intriguing £igure whose name eame up over aBd over
again in researching this article. A 23year-old freshman law school dropout,
Weinberger is also widely believed to
have political ambitions. In fact, this is
not his first foray into national politics.
. In 1976, at the age of 21, me managed to
organize and become ccrdirector of the
National Energy Forum which involved
such prominent environmentalists as
Barry.Commoner. Weinberger is quick
to identify himself as an orthodox Jew
and claims that his anti-aborti9n sentiments grow directly from his family's
experience in the Warsaw Ghetto during World War II.
But while the orthodox Jewish clergy,
like most Akron elergy, proselytized for
the bill from the pulpit and in parochial
schools, it was the Catholic and Fundamentalist communities, which make
up most of Akron's population, who
gave it the most support.
Seven Council members are themselves Catholic and the Catholic Council of Bishops provided much financial
support. Accordimg to research done
by the Natiorial Abortion Rights Action
League (NARAL), the Catholic Church
has contributed some $500,000 to the
national anti-abortion movement, and
in Ohio al~ne lo~al dioceses contributed nearly $30,000 to local campaigns;
The police have also been extremely
cooperative with the anti-choice forces.
As Jane Hubbard, President of CARLS,
prroudly told me, "The police never once
investigated anyone im the Right to Life
movement concerning the recent firebombings of many Ohio abortion clinics. No one seems to know who performed these bombings, although ProChoice people believe the inflammatory

rhetoric of the clergyin supporting the
Akron bill produced '·a climate of incipient violence. Weinberger, on the other
hand, claims to believe the fire bombings were performed by the 'clinics'
owners' themselves in an attempt to
discredit the Right to Life movement."

Motivations
Talking to women involved in the
Right to Life movement was a disturbiI:1g
but though,t-provoking experience. , CARLS has 600 members, mostly married
couples. By and large, the women are
housewives and mothers who see proabortion groups arid the women's movement generally as an attack on the very
mealil.ing and purpose of their lives .

The leadership of the
anti-choice movement
is in the hands of men
whose eyes are not so
much on the local
maternity ward as
national politics.
Typical is Kay McLandrich, who
asked to be identified as a "wife, mother
and nurse,'' and is a member of Cleveland Right to Life, which brought 80
people to help in Akron. She had been
a delegate to the International Women's
Year Conference in Houston last November and was fearful and misunder~
standing of.what feminists wanted. She
saw women's liberation as "an attack
on the American family and the American way of life," which is, of course,
her own way of life.
It is a serious problem that the women's movement has created fear in so
many such women's minds and offered
so few organizing forms to which they
can relate. All the more so because the
anti-abortion movement has not pre-

sented the same barriers. When asked
how she got so actively involved in the
movement, Jane Hubbard answered,
"It was the first time we realized we can
do something" to change society.
In other words , wormeB in Right to
Life organizations have developed a
political consciousness and activist commitment around issues which they see
as affecting them in their jobs as wives
and mother. The ideology they have
adopted is reactionary and anti-woman
in the extreme; but the personal and
political sentiments they express are
real and important.
Akron itself is a primarily working
class town whose largest industry is mbber. It is the home of both Goodyear
aF:ld Firestone. But, while there is much ,
wo.r king class support, from men and
women, for the Akron anti-abortion
bill, it is clear that the leadership of the
movement is primarily in the hands of
the bourgeois,- politically ambitious men,
whose eyes are not so mu.ch on the cute
little babies in the local maternity ward,
as on Washington and national power.
These men have a complex-strategy
involving :vast local and national organizing, •the end result of which may
well be a Constitutioraal Convention to
pass a "Human Life Amendment" which
would effectively ban all abortions iri
the United States. Already 11 states'
have called for such a convention- previously unheard of in American history
- and over $900,000 has been raised
to this end in a 15-month p€riod. If twothirds of the states make such calls, we
will be faced with the possibility of rewriting the eF:ltire Constitution and even
the Bill of Rights-the repressive implications of which go beyond any .single
issue. ,
There is also a related national campaign, which Ohio anti-choice forces
are helpimg to cQ'ordinate, to support
an even more extreme anti-abortion bill
placed before Congress by Sen. Helms
of North Carolina. The Helms bill,
S.2614, would take existing, hard-won
funds from Title 10 of the Public Health
Services Bill, which now provide~ for
conditions of long-term unemployment,
continued on page 21
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family -planning projects and information, and use them to establish agencies which would "counsel" women on
"alternatives to abortion". It includes
a provision for consent signatures to the
same kind of religious and health statements as the Akron Bill, and increase
the waiting time from one to two days
after signature.

Big Plan~
Meanwhile, CIC has already contract~
ed councilmen in :'Chicago, Louisville,
Boston, Portland, Pittsburgh, St, Louis,
Newcastle, Pa., and South Euclid, Ohio;
and state legislaters in Oregon, Tennessee, Massachusetts, Missouri, Kentucky,
and Minnesota", who are planning to,
or have already introduced Akron-type
ordinances in their cities and states.
According to a CIC press release by
Weinberger, "We are witnessing the beginnings of a major national movement
to reform abortion law ... and we of CIC
inteRd to ensure that [it] be successfuL
Therefore, we are now developing plans,
in cooperation with the National Right
to Life Committee, for the establishment
of a national clearinghouse for legislative reform to be headquartered here in
Akron."
According to Helen Mulholland,
spokeswoman for the newly formed
Freedbm of Choice-Ohio, the Right to
Lifers hope to convince the American
people "that the anti-a.bortion position
is so popular that national legislation
will be passed."
Cheryl Swain, spokeswoman for the
Akron Pro-Choice Coalition., feels that
another aspect of the Right to Life strategy is to "keep pro-choice forces fighting until they give up." By going to local communities and forcing ·them to
put energy into a million small strug-
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gles, Right to Lifers believe they can destroy the already overworked and underf inanced pro-choice advocates.
This is not by any means what seems
to be happening, though. Insteatl, feminists, civil libertariams and leffists have
begun to get together to fight fire with
fire. The newly formed Freedom of
Choice-Ohio coalition, whose members
include the American-Civil Liberties Union, NARAL, NAM, NOW, Planned Parenthood, and the Religious Coalition for
Abortion Rights, is the first such group to
be formed. Based on what participants
have learned from the Akron struggle,
the coalition has two goals: 1) to develop a plan of action to help other com. munities fight such ordinances; and 2)
to forrp. a bank of resource people for
similar purposes.
Some members of the coalition are
critical of themselves as well as national pro-abortion organizations, and hope
to correct previous . errors. According
to Janice Kohl, President of Akron
NOW, the Akron movement erred in
failing to "make contact with the Black
community, with the working class or
with welfare recipients." Swain also
noted that national GTganizatons from
NOW to NARAL were ill-prepa red to
offer any help when contacted by Akron
people. Only the ACLU, which has filed
for an injunction to"'stop the ordinance,
has been helpful.
Clearly, there is much to do and much
to learn from what is happening in Ohio
an,d spreading like wildfire across the
resr of the country. First, we can not
afford to dismiss tha.strength and seriousness of the New Right forces in this
country. They have, not surprisingly,
acquired much financial and professional help from right wing and church
groups.

What is more surprising and disturbing, however, is the ideological and emotional issues they have seized on and
claimed as their own-questions of human life, personal and family happiness, and even love.
"I am a person who believes in love,"
one Right to Life woman told me, and I
believed her. These are the kinds of
quality-of-life issues that socialists generally, and socialist-feminists in particular, claim for ourselves. Instead, all
this concern for "human life" is being
. manipulated to focus on unborn fetuses, while the economic and emotional
misery of most people in the world (including, of course, all women who want
abortions) is never mentioned.
The male-dominated Right to LHe
movement has also, of course, managed to divide·women against each other, and therefore, sap some of the potential strength of the women's movement.
Many Ohio observers I spoke to believe
that the women's movement has been
seen as an increasing threat to men
since H9uston, and this is why so many
men have. become active in what is, after all, a women's issue.
On the,positive side, it is the visible
strength of the women's . movement
that brought this issue to center stage.
And the decision. in Akron has certainly mobilized progressive forces to unite
and work together to combat reaction
and anti-feminism generally. The battle has just begun and we will certainly
be watching, thinking, and acting more
seriously now. The New Right may not
know it yet, but they are going to be getting a run for all their money.
Elayne Rapping is a member of NAM
in Pittsburgh. She is active in a local
anti-rape campaign and teaches in an
area college.

NAM editorial

No nuke movement pushes for jobs
4

A series of actions dr~matizing the · ti al for i::reative alliances.
Defense
link b~weeri nuclear weapons, nuclear
spending currently accounts for 30 per
power and the deteriorating quality of
cent of the federal budget-money that
life for most Americans is taking place
could much better be spent on hospitals,
schools, childcare, affirmative action
this month. Demonstrations that include
programs-a whole variety of sorely
civil disobedience"are being held at three
nuclea r weapons facilities. In Rocky
needed services for human needs.
Flats, Colorado, where plutonium trigNuclear power ·increasingly absorbs
private capital; some economists predict
gers for hydrogen bombs are made,
it will c~msurne 50 percent of all private
NAM members have helped organize the
U.S. capital by the mid-eighties if present
action, which calls for ending the manutrend~ continue. That's· another large
facture of weapons at the plant.
portion of our resources that's not going
. Similar..actions take place at the Barnto meet human needs. And both nuclewell Nuclear Reprocessing Plant in
ar ~~apons and nuclear power provide
S6uth 'Carolina and at· the Trident Nuclear Submarine Facility at
Bangor, Washington.
On
May 27-29, demonstrations
calling for disarmament will
be held in San Frar;icisco and
New York, coinciding with
the United Nations Session
011 Disarmament.
Later this summer, occupations of nuclear power
plant sites are planned, including a reoccupation at
Seabrook, New Hampshire,
an action that drew 3,000
protestors last year.
Sponsored by the Mobilization for Survival and dozens of other groups, the acMay Day, 1977, a local resident supports nudear
tions represent a new potenprotesters at Seabrook nuke site.

Donald Shaffer Associates,
Inc.

Letters
from page 2

fewer jobs per thousand dollars invested
than almost another other use of the
same money .
Opponei;its of nuclear weapons and
power have often stressed the horrors of
pdtential destruction from war or accident. Terrible as this possibility remains,
it is time to face the fact that nudear
weapons and power are destroying our
lives right now, too.
Those who've demanded funding for
human needs have often been asked by
cynical eonservatives where they expe(:t
the money to come from. The antinuclear movement gives a clear answer:
transfer the funds from weapons/power to human needs
and there will be more funds
and more jobs, too. Th<>
Transfer Amendment, introduc<>d into Congress, offers a
first step in this direction.
We support the actions
this month and their underlying political perspective.
The drive for profits leaJs to
more resources being uscxl
for destroying countries and
smashing atoms than for rebuilding om cities. If the actions let more Americns
know its possible to choose a
future not threatened with
power
nuclear overkiH, they will do
the job.

NAM t-shirts___ Jive colors
silkscreened on white shirt
with red trim
$5.25
$5.00 each for order s of 5 or mor e_._ .small to
extra large srzes

BUFFALO ~AM. ___ BOX404 ___ .BUFFALO.NY, 1420

ALL FORMS OF INSURANCE

11 Grace Avenue
Great Neck, NY 11021
212-895-7005
516466-4642

our backs on the opportunity for educational work presented by·NHS. Nor can
we afford to miss crucial links with the
center-left political forces and the main-_ _
stream they represent by failing to work
for Kennedy-Corman in the appropriate
circumstances.
-Steve Tarzynski
Los Angeles, CA
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Philadelphia - a jobs
.coalition that ·works
by Dennis Brurui
Since 197 4 most American cities have
had Depression level unemployment in
the black community, and· severe joblessness among white working people. Yet
even in the hardest hit industrial centers
of the Northeast mass joblessness has not
produced a significant protest movement
of the unemployed themselves.
Philadelphia's unemployed, who have
·sustained a protest organization which
has won a number of victories over the
past two years, may be an exception.
As unemployment' rates escalated in
Philadelphia during 1974 and 1975, two
organizing efforts emerged among the
unemployed. The Committee for Full
Employment (CFE), initiated by activists from the Young Workers Liberation
League, began a series of protests at the
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unemployment of.fices. The CFE concentrated on direct organizing of the unemployed ar.ound demands for fair and
rapid treatment by unemployment
compensation staff, and around demands for extending and increasing benefits. The Philadelphia Unemployment
Project (PUP), appealed to the same constituency and used a similar approach
stressing treatment .a nd economic benefits . fo addition, PUP placed a strong
emphasis on building ties with the Philadelphia labor movement. And it focused on strengthening the service aspect of the movement, primarily by researching and publicizing the· rights of
the unemployed within the unemployment compensation and welfare programs.
To underscore this service function
as well as to attract small foundation,
church, and labor support, PUP. estab-

lished the Un ited Labor Center for Unemployment foformation as a ~parate
entity. The distinction between the service center and the rest of the movement' s activities allowed PUP to recruit
a base of people and funding through
its service arm, while still maintaining
freedom to lobby, protest, and organize.
· The success of both the CFE and PUP
during 197 4-1976 was due in some measure to the extensive technical assistance
provided by the local Community Legal Services, a poverty law agency with·
a strong record of support for welfare
recipients, low-income tenants, and
minority issues. PUP also received sig. nificant support and legitimation from
a number of local labor unions.
The labor support was by the emergence of a cluster of veteran trade unionists who were beginning to rally around
the issue of full employment . . The Delaware Valley United Labor Committee
for Full Employment had developed
from formal meetings of some l 0-20
local labor leaders who were united in a
commitment to a more active, sociallyconscious movement .
With the help of the Delaware Valley
Labor group·, PUP established strong
links with many unions, including the
· Retail Clerks, Graphic Arts, WE, UE,
SEIU, UAW, ACTWU, Federation of
Telephone Workers, and the Hospital
Workers. PUP's director, John Dodds,
was hintself an unemployed member
of the Perinsylvania Social Services Union (PSSU) and he successfully appealed
to that uhion for substantial help from
the origins of the project. ·
A further factor aiding the organization of the unemployed iH Philadelphia
was support from a number of church
and church-related groups. Althol!lgh
originally centered in the Protestant denominations, this support has become
broader as the movement has developed.
By 1976, largely due to funding and
staff problems, the Committee for Full
Employment ceased operations. PUP
took over CFE's "hotline to Harrisburg," a direct phone to the central office of the state's unemployment insurance system. The hotline, which had

been won through earlier pressure tactics ·of the unemployed, gave the movement added leverage when dealing
with their grievances. Since 1976, PUP
has co_ntinued to function both as a ser~
vice and action agency of the jobless in
the Philadelphia area.

Direct Action
While PUP has succeeded so far in
developing a base ·of the un~mployed,
its growth as a movement has been slow.
Actual membership had fluctuated between 50-100 people, and membership meetings have often drawn half
those numbers. Nevertheless, repeated
confrontations and lobbying actions of
the unemployed have been successfully
carried out, ongoing committees have
produced a monthly newsletter, while
others have researched legislative issues,
and still others have regularly leafleted
unemployment centers.
1
PUP' s key strength has been its ability to periodically gather dozens of its
me_mbers for "mass lobbying" before
state and congressional legislators. Under PUP' s leadership, many unemployed
have learned how collective action can
change legislators' votes and even, in
some ·cases, make previously silent lawmakers become active on issues of benefit to the unemployed.
Last year PUP carried its "mass lobby" of the unemployed to W ctshington.
With busloads of over 200 unemployed
accompanied by supporters fi:_om labor
and community groups, PU~ opposed
the cut in benefit weeks in unemployment insurance. PUP members were
successful in swinging a number of
votes-even though the. final vote was
insufficient to prevent the cutback.
. Another organizational strength has
been PUP's ability to sustain a strong,
united membership of blacks and whites.
The organization has built this unity
during a _time when a number of citywide issues in Philadelphia have been
dominated. by racial conflict, tension,
and white backlash.
A strong <;lesire t.o have an impact on
jobs-producing legislation (such as
CETA programs), led PUP to call for

~------------~ - --~

an area-wide Coalition for Jobs in Deeember, 1977. The response from labor, neighborhood, minority and
peace groups has been substantial: 5orrie
40 groups plus another 40 individuals
have become Coalition members. They
include: South Philadelphia Unemployment Project, (a recently established service agency, partly funded ~y CETA);
the Philadelphia Urban League; and the
Philadelphia Council of Neighborhood
Organizations, an umbrella group of
over 100 citizens' organizations from all
area_s of the city. The Coalition has stimulated even broader religious and labor
Full employment demonstration in New
. participation.
York City, Sept. 7, 1977.
The Coalition for Jobs is a broad action-oriented group demanding jobscontracts. The argument that '"stopparticularly in the public service sector
ping
foreign imports" would sav:e thouwhich would have the most impact on
sands
of local jobs in also frequently esthe poor and low-income communities.
poused by labor representatives in the
PUP hopes to continue to strengthen the
Coalition.
Coalition's ties to the black communIn addition to this rather typical mix
ity, Hispanic groups, and to a number
of
working class attitudes, PUP and the
of women's groups oriented toward blue
Coaltion
include vocal advocates of the
collar women and families. The group's
Transfer Resolution· and many who reinitial focus has been on putting presspond positively to its idea of converting
sure on Congress for 1) four million new
military-based industry to peaceful jobs,
public jobs per year; 2) a doubling of the
including urban development.
current CETA job slots. It sees passage
At present, however, the only explicit
of the Humphrey-Hawkins bill as a first '
common goal of the movement is.the exstep in this d.irection.
·
. pansion of public sector jobs with special
emphasis on demanding the right to orLeft Participation
ganize on such jobs and setting the wage
While initially energized by leftist orat the prevailing union standards.
ganizers of various persuasions, the PhilPUP and Coalition activists have disadelphia full employment movement
couraged efforts, at least up to now, to
now includes a wide radical-liberal specformally link the Transfer concept with
trum. The mo0d of PUP and Coalition
the main goal of more jobs.
meetings is often very hostile to corporThe activist core of PUP and the Co. ate power and runaway plants. There is
. alition share a ·ceimmitment to developconsiderable criticism of politicians .
ing mass action and movement among
who seem more concerned with pleasthe unemployed themselves. There is
ing business than responding to the needs
frequent stress on the need fOr cooperof the unemployed and the sectors of orative, united action among the unem-.
.ganized labor that are not mobilizing for
ployed and a conscious effort made to
jobs.
bring in and encourage new members,
On the .other hand, unemployment
encourage leadership to support the exis often traced to the failure of local
pression of outrage over the intolerable
politicians to insure continuing military
continued on page 21 ,
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St. Lo,uis labor blues"Right to work'' forees are
trying to make Missouri
their "show me" state
by Bob Baugh
Missouri labor is in a state of crisis.
Major anti-union Right to Work legislative attempts have been launched
while non-union shops are springing up
throughout the state. Employers are .aggressively fighting labor at the bargaining table . and on the shop floor. And
these local s'truggles are beginning to
take on nationwide significance. Missouri is rapidly becoming a major battleground for Labor and Capital.
It is as much a fanetion of geography
as anything that the "show me" state
has become so pivotal an area. In its
gentle rolling hills and tranquil rivers,
East meets West and North meets South.
The state, in particula.r St. Louis and
Kansas City (yes, it's in Mo.), has a rich
legacy of labor history and currently is
the tenth most unionized state in the
nation. Though there is a tradition of
electing Democrats, they tend to be of
a Republican flavor and the part-time
State Legislature is rural-dominated and
highly conservative. Missouri is the ideological and real home of Phyllis Schlafly
who helps lead the Anti forces-jlntiPanama Canal, anti-abortion, anti-ERA,
anti-union, etc .. .. The conservative nature of the state's politics has not gone
unnoticed and the forces behind the
growing Right in this country intend to
consolidate its position here via· Rightto-Work laws. If this can be accomplished in Missouri, which is in essence
a northern industrial state, it would be
considered a major victory. The labor
movement cannot afford to let this happen. But, to its dismay, the threat is very
real.
The force behind the RTW legislation
is the National Right-to-Work Committee based.in Fairfax, Virginia. Formed
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in 1954 by Fred Hartley, co-sponsor of
the Taft-Hartley Act, and E.S. Dillard,
president of the Old Dominion Box Company, the Committee sponsored ten attempts in the sevem yea rs following to
pass RTW laws, and succeeded in two
.states. In I 96 I Reed Larson was brought
in from the Kansas Junior Chamber of
Commerce to head the Committee in a
reorganizational effort; he is still the
head of it.
Until 1974, the NRTW Committee
was only one of a number of relatively
small issue-oriented right-Wing groups.
Between I 955 and 1975, the Committee sponsored 62 campaigns to institute
RTW laws, with only two clear victories.
Membership had grown from the original 35 to only 11,000 in 20 years. Their
annual budget had hovered around
$500,000 since the late 50's.

Big Changes
In 1974, big changes started. That
·year, the Committee began a well-financed, high-powerea direct mail campaign; it became the model for a resurgent Right. The mailings paid off
with an average of 15,000 new members each month in 1974. That year,
Reed Larson claimed a membership of
170,000. By 1975, the NRTWC claimed
300,000 dues-paying members and
450,000 interested supporters. Its budget mushroomed to $3.5 million in 1974
and to over $4.5 million in 1975.
The Committee now has a full-time
staff in Washington of approximately
80, including 11 lawyers and two lobbyists. It burst into national prominence
in 1976 when it sent out a 4 million
piece mailing against the common situs
picketing bill. The response was the
largest flood of mail ever t~ hit Washington, D.C .. As a result President Ford

broke his promise, vetoed the bill and,
caused the resignation of his own Secretary of Labor, John Dunlop.
Within Congress the Committee has
a cadre of support led by Jesse Helms
of North Carolina and Orin Hatch of
Utah. In addition, the Commitee is closely linked with other right-wing groups .
. The "Committee for the Survival of a
Free Congress" works with the RTW
forces to identify and financially support anti-labor congressional candidates. Also there is plenty of money
available fr6m contemporary Robber
Barons like Joseph Coors of beer fame .
Heady from recent victories in Louisiana and Arkansas, the NRTW Committee has selected Missouri as its target. A massive effort is underway to
have a referendum on the issue in the
fall. An attempt to push a law through
the legislature was stopped in committee but at great cost to labor in terms of
time, energy, money, and labor legislation dumped as a tradeoff. The real test
will come with a vote, and that is where
RTW has the advantage. They have a
slick professional campaign, tricky slogans and a name that is totally misleading.
Right-to-Work has nothing to do with
full employment or jobs. What it does
do is attack a union's ability to organize. A- RTW law litera,lly takes away
the right of a union to negotiate a union security clause. Such a clause means
. that anytme working in the shop covered by the union contract must pay
their fai~ share of dues for the benefits
and protection a lmion offers.
The RTW forces charge of "compulsory unionism" is deceitful. A union security cl a use is collectively bargained
for and exists only if and when management agrees to it. A union can demand
it only if its membership supports it.
That is a very tough message to put
across in a war of slogans and "Rightto-Work" is a tough act to follow.
Missouri is ripe for RTW. "The Missouri Corporate Planner", the state's
business guide, brags about the lack of
unions outside the major urban areas. It
tells companies to move to rural Mis-

\

souri and enjoy "the deemphasis of un. ionization'', while paying one of the
lowest corporate tax rates in the U.S.
In addition, the Plann er points wit
pride to the low wages, low unemployment taxes and free plants built with
municipal bonds in the outstate regions.
Like a foreign country, Missouri is promoted for multinational corporations
with low taxes, cheap labor, free plants
and no unions. The results of this approach are readily apparent in a local
labor struggle that has already cost
1,500 steelworkers a year's pay.

Strike-Breaking
If you happen to be in your local grocery on this Mayday stop for a moment
and look at those refrigerated biFls in
the vegetable section. Chances are they
were manufactured by the Hussman
Refrigeration Co. It was one year ago
Mayday that 1,500 members of United .
Steelworkers Local 13889 struck Hussman after contract negotiatitms broke
down; they are still out. Today the
plant is run by strikebreakers-a situation reflecting the inadequacy of current labor law and the seeming impotence of organized labor:
Last May, Hussman Refrigeration
Co., a division of the diversified food
<..i!onglomerate Pet Inc., decided to challenge the USW. Their "final offer" was
intended to take away, past contractual
gain.s in areas such as grievance handling and job classification; and it
would mean layoffs. This was an offer
designed to fail, and the local voted it
down overwhelmingly.
In June, Hussman began to move aggressively towards reopening the plant.
Job advertisements were posted throughout the ·metropolitan area and a strong
response came from the predominately
black communities of north St. Lowis
and St. Louis County. Because of the
lack of significaRt communication between the labor and the unemployed,
little could be done .to stop the tide of
applicants for the jobs.
The strikers fought back with mass
picketing. The eompany obtained an injunction against the pickets and nearly

a hundred were arrested. The a·rrests
were followed by another demand
from the eompari.y that the union settle and the workers return or be permanently fired. The threats were ignored and negotiations broken off. Attempts by the Federal Mediation and
Conciliation Serv~ces to bring the parties together also failed.
Instances of violence punctuated the
long months of waiting. One striker
was arrested for several ·bombings and
turned state's evidence. A grand jury
indicted two of the stri,ke leaders on
conspiracy charges.

Fighting Back
The IBternational Union finally got
into the act in late October. International Steelworkers president Lloyd McBride called for a nationwide boycott
of all Hussman products and those of
its parent company Pet Inc .. McBride
said he believed the strike was "predetermined by the company" and he
termed their union-busting techniques
"a moral outrage to all union members
and their families." Unfortunately, the

follow-up on the boyc0tt has been
slow, though loeally it has affected the
sales at Pet's 9-0-5 liqmor stores.
In court, the lntemational faces charges of an illegal secondary boycott while
its own un:Tair labor practice charges
against the company were dismissed
by the NLRB.
In February, the FMCS brought the
parties together, including McBride's
representative, Steelworker District 34
director Buddy Davis. The company demanded the union accept a package
that ob1igated the union to r.epresent
more than a thousand scabs, while
placing strikers on a prefereil!tial rehiring l.ist to be recalled when, and if, vacancies occurred. "They told us", Buddy Davis said, "that there would be no
vacancies in the forseeable future."
The company also refused to recerisider the discharges of 86 union members for violating a court injwnction
against mass picketing. But, the real
shocker was a brand new company prGposal, elmination of the Union Shop
provision - Hussman's own right-tocontinued on page 21
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Las Mujeres- ·· . ·
Chicana artists come into
·their own

I

When two very important Texas art
exhibits were held last year, the longstanding dual discrimination that confronts cultural workers who are both female and Mexican-American was sharply evident: only one Chicana artist was
represented.
In order to challenge the barriers that
keep Chicana artists from gaining recognition-and financial support-a group
of women in Austin, Texas, have formed
an organization committed to promoting "the creative expression, development, and advancement of Chicanas and
Latinas in the visual arts through continuous identification, exposure, and community and educational services."
Mujeres Artistas Del Suroeste (MAS),
organized last September, has already
sponsored four exhibitions of members'
work and is conducting art workshops
in the local community. A slide registrar of women's art 'is also being compiled.
One of the founding members of Las
Mujeres notes that "Chicana artists have
not received the recognition that m·en
have and that's why there is the connotation that we don't have any women artists." Santa Barraza concluded, "I've
seen what has happened to so many Chicana artists because of racial and sexual
discrimination.
There must be a
change."
Bringing about that change is what
MAS is all about.
This feature was prepared by Sylvia
Orozco, a founding . member of Mujeres
Artistas Del Suroeste.
"The actual experience of creating is very impart.ant to me, but I am realizing that it
is not enough to just paint. The work has to say something more-although it does not
have to be obvious;·it may be a hidden message at certain times.
"'Chicana Feminist' is successful in that it contains a part ·o f me. There is a message
- there but it is hidden thus making it different and more profound."
- Nora Dochon Gonzales
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"My photography is primarily documentary; the people and the Situations in my
pictures reflect the Mexican culture and the socicreconomic problems that confront
them herein Texas, e.g., the struggle of the Texas Farm Workers.
"Being Chicana, I am concerned about my people-and I want to communicate
nuestra lucha, cultura y nuestra gente to others. . . "
-MariaFlmes
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Musidans and singers are also members of MAS and they have provided links between different cultural forms by performing at the opening receptions for M,\Ssponsored art exhibits. Diana Mutos, Magaby Jimenez, and fttnis Palm entertained
audience opening night at Garcia's Gallery in San Antonio.

"My art was mainly irifluenced from
my trips to Mexico where I saw much of .
the weaving and pottery de los indios,
and from my husband who is alw a Chi1
cano artist.
"'El qjo de Dio' started out as a cortina
with no planned design; the design just
happened as I continued stitching. The
colored threads that I love ,seem to take
their own shape.
"I want my work to be free and to look
handmade and natural like the Indians of
Mexico that create beautiful tejidos without using a fancy bought loom."
-Modesta Trevino .

"I was brought up in the barrios and all those associations are rejkcted in my art
work. My family lost its land several years ago to the gigantic King Ranch; we were
vertj poor and life was t-ery hard. This is rejkcted in the bold and crude technique in
my artwork."
,

-.S<mta Barraza
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lheloooView
Eurocommun.ism Promise but no blueprint
by Richard Healey
The American left has always been
something of a stepchild in the international socialist family-lacking its own
theoretical traditions and a strong base
in its own working class. As a result, it
has had an unfortunate tendency to
constantly look beyond its own borders
for its perspectives, strategy, and even
tactics.
For the Communist Party, USA, this
has meant a long and debilitating adherence to the Soviet Union as a role
model and political godfather. For
others on the left, it has meant a reliance on the modes and methods represented by such socialist countries as
China or Cuba . And, as the standard
left jokes so often parody, for a few it
has even meant the elevation of such a
remote and alien culture as Albania to
a model for an American left ...
Today, many on the left here are
seeking to break with these time-honored but ineffectual traditions, and to
develop a socialist road that grows ou't
of our own experiences and culture. But
even the attempt to do this is marred by
the continuing tendency to look else-·
where for ideas to validate our methods-or even to determine them.
Over the past few years the trends in
the major Communist parties of Eu.rope, particularly those o~ France, Italy,
and Spain, have become the basis for
an enormously creative and important
historical development known as Eurocommunism. It is a development that
has provided the impetus for a re-evaluation of socialist theory and strategy
theory and strategy around the worldand its impact could alter the course
of socialist movements for decades to
come.

·unfortunately, however, it has also
revived the tendency on the American
left to seize on someone else's answers
as solutions to our problems. Or, conversely, it has led some to write off certain approaches here because· of their
disagreements with Eurocommm1ism.
Neither of these attitudes offers a
fruitful response to this vital trend. I
would argue that instead we need to
analyze Eurocommunism in the context
of the specific societies in which it has
developed, drawing from that its significance for .the overall development
of Marxist theory and its relevance, if
any, to the American situation.
In order to begin this process we need
to understand the major defiBing aspects of Eurocommunism. These include:
1. Each communist party must chart
its own course to socialism based on its
commitment to Marxist principles and
the particular conditions and history of
its own country. It eannot take the Sov- '
iet Union-or any other socialist country-as a model for its efforts: it cannot be expected to refrain from criticism of the socialist counties; and cannot allow its policies or stances to be
determined , by the needs of those
countries.
The Eurocommunist parties recognize and stress that the conditionswhatever historical reasons necessitated
them-that currently exist in the social-·
ist countries are not likely to inspire
working people in their own countries.
They know that a new and different
vision of socialism must be at the core
of their approach.
2. Probably the central element of
this new vision is its emphasis on democracy. For the European Communist
parties, the existing democratic rights
are not to be simply written off as bourgeois trappings. After the long struggle
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waged against fascism-and its denial
of those rights-they are recognized as
working class victories that must be
guarded and defended. Moreover, this
defense cannot be seen as a temporary
or opportunistic measure Within capitalist society, but must rather be a fundamental part of the socialist society
that is projected.
But Eurocommunism also recognizes
the limited and distorted forms in which
these rights presently exist, and it stresses
as well the necessity to give them life
by extending them throughout the institutions of society. Thus, democracy
has to include popular control of the
most basic aspects of daily life, from
the shop floor to the school system,
from the media to the armed for.ces.
This focus on democratizing society
is thus seen as an essential means of advancing towards ·socialism in that it
strengthens the ability and understanding of the working class and parts of
the middle strata to challenge the domination of capitalist ideas.

icies that unite these constituencies and
help them to see their common interests.
4. Given the extent to which both these
middle strata and many working class
pebple are now part of the extensive state
bureaucracy, Eurocommunism also posits that it is no longer possible to speak
of a monolithic state power that is always and entirely
the service of
capital.
·
As the state continues to take on new
functions and extends old cines, the contradictions present in society as a whole
are reproduced within the state itself,
making it possible for the left to inter. vene. For instance, both the growing
rate of unionization among state employees and the growing progressive
movement in the army in Italy indicate
possible ways in which parts of the
state can potentially be turned against
the capitalist class.
These four points are key elements in
the evolving approach toward a socialist strategy in the advanced capitalist
countries that has come to be known
as Eurocommunism. They do not encompass the specific course that each
Class Forces
party has embarked upon in the world
3. The recognition of the power of
of real politics, nor do they fully inditraditional ways of thinking as a means
cate the historical meaning bf these
of tying people to the existing order is a
developments for each of the counthird important aspect of Eurocomtries involved. But although there are
munism. It is closely linked to an animportant differences in the approaches
alysis of the class forces jn these sothat each European Communist Party is
cieties. The institutjons most vital to intaking-for
instance, the Italian Historic
tegrating people into the society, such
Compromise is not simply analogous to
as the school system or the governthe French Common Program-I am
ment bureaucracy, are increasingly
here
drawing on what is common among
staffed by those whose origins are in
these
parties that has given rise to their
the working class or the lower level of
joint identity.
the middle strata. Such people's symThe significance of Eurocommunism
pathies are not necessarily with the ruldoes
not simply lie in its political prining powers, as was generally the case
ilil Russia or Germany at th'e turn of - ciples, however, but in its ability to link
these to specific historical developments
the century.
in a way that completely alters the balIn addition, parts of the middle strata
ance of forces in these societies. What is
and the working class are similarly
so vital is the extent to which this tendaffected by the economic/social crisis
'
ency represents a decisive
break with the
that characterizes all the advanced
status
quo.
Since
WWII
the major left
capitalist countries in this period. Soparties
of'Europe
have
been
mass parties;
cialism is now as necessary for some of
they have been di,Sciplined and visible,
the middle strata as it is for the workwith a militant and loyal following.
ing class; and the Eurocommunist par(This obviously varied from country to
ties see it as their task to advance pol18 MOVING ON 5/78
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country; for instance, the Spanish party
_has largely had to develop underground.)
However, despite this prestigious
strength, these parties had remained
outside the centers of power, an opposition force that could protest or apply
pressure, but not a dominant force that
could govern or initiate policy. There
- was a growing danger of stagnation,
of simply becoming an institutionalized opposition.
Eurocommunism enabled the Communist parties to break out of this boxto enter into a serious contest for power
with a revitalized vision of social transformation. It changed the political and
economic dynamics throughout Europe,
just as changing objective conditions had
helped to lay the basis for the dramatic
developments that these parties underwent.
None of this is 'to say that the Eurocommunist parties have necessarily
pursued the best tactical courses within this overall framework. And there
are those who criticize these parties for
"reformism," that is, for simply settling
for patching up the existing system,
rather than overthrowing it.
I don't agree with these critics' wholesale rejection of the revolutionary potential of Eurocommunism. They are
usually too simplistic in that they base
their assessment on abstract ideas rather than concrete -analysis. However,
they are right in pointing up the potential dangers that are present in the
course that these parties have taken.
While any serious. attempt to contest
for power involves such dangers, it is
important to be aware of them in order
to avoid succumbing.

Potential Dangers
The European Communist parties
ability to win power-like that of any
left in an adv.a:nced capitalist country
with a democratic tradition-is based
on its ability to construct a majority
coalition that will support its policies
and follow its leadership. Such coalition-building is a delicate process that
requires compromise and accomodation.

,Mis manos: mi capital
For instance, when the Italian Communist Party has at times seemed to lag
behind the new movements that have
sprung up there in the past year, it
is in large measure due to the fact that
there are other sectors of the population that the PCI is seeking to represent who are not at all sympathetic to
these movements.
Yet at the same time, the PCI mustin order to insure its strength-maintain its own base. Too many compromises may anger and alienate those to
whom it owes its primary allegiance.
A second problem is that of the tension between bureaucracy and deqiocracy. In order for the Eurocommunist parties to influence the direction of their societies, they have to enter into the major institutions of those
~ocieties. Yet such institutions can
act as a conservative force, pressuring
against direct action and decision-making at the base of society.
Finally, there is the danger that the
current analysis of why a revolutionary break is not possible at this time
will become de facto frozen into a permanent approach of gradual reform.
Santiago Carillo, the General Secretary of the Spanish Communist Party,
has himself argued that the "democratization of the state appartus" has to be
seen only as a "starting point," not an
actual revolutionary strategy. Yet it
will require great political sophistication and revolutionary commitment
for these parties to remain open to taking bold leaps forward as circumstances warrant.
There are two important factors that
it is necessary to note in any discuss~on
of Eurocommunism and reformism.
They act as forces against any tendency toward integration into the existing
,
order.
First, at least in Italy, and probably in
France and Spain, objective factors
· may well prohibit any kind of purely
reformist solution, along the lines of
traditional social democracy. The economic situation simply does not allow
for the kind of co-optive reform program that would be necessary to buy

off and silence the existing unrest. A
climate of growth and expansion is not
on Italy's agenda-and without it no
real social democratic solution is possible.
As a result, Lucio Magri, a leading
theorist of one of the "new left" groupings, IL Manifesto, says that the PCI
is and must be committed to a "very
radical, very profound, and very conflictual transformation of internal and
international power relations."
Secondly, subjective conditions within the working classes of these countries make a social democratic solution
unlikely. As Andrew Feenberg has argued persuasively ("From the May
Events to .Eurocommunism," Socialist
Review # 37) critics of reformis~ ty-

pically ignore "the role of the balance
of forces between classes in determining the ultimate significance of reforms
in specific, real societies."
The working classes in the societies
in question have not been integrated
into the system in the same way that
those of the United States or Northern
Europe have, for example. As a result,
they are more class conscious and
combative. In such a situation, a specific reform can take on a very different
meaning than it would in America or
Britain. The Eurocommunist parties,
unlike actual social democratic parties,
seem at heart committed to sustaining
that working class militancy and activism.
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New Inspiration
At this point, however, it is simply
too soon to tell whether Eurocommunism as we presently know it will provide the basis for a socialist transformation of the countries in which it
·exists. But it is possible-and indeed
unarguable-to point out that it has
jolted the courses -0f the left in those
countries, providing new inspiration
and vigor.
It is this dramatic aspect-whatever
political differences there might bethat has spurred considerable interest
in Eurocommunism within the American left.
There is no doubt that the simple
existenc;:e of Eurocommunism as a political tendency aids the cause of socialism' in our own country. By their emphasis on democracy, these parties
begin to crack the capitalist mythology
that communists have no concern for
liberty or freedom. Over time, they may
begin to demonstrate even more forcefully tliat it is only the left that has a
genuine commitment to democracy
and civil liberties.
Secondly, the parties' much-publi:
cized independence from the Soviet
Union challenges the standard image
of communism as a monolithic ideology,
modeled on and subservient to Russia.
It provides a basis for the evolution of
a pluralistic world socialist movement.
And the willingn~ss of the European
Communist parties to engage in coalitions and the willingness of more mai,nstream ·forces to ally with communists
also helps to undermine the image of
the left as an alien and isolated force,
outside of the normal workings of society.
In recognizing the significance of these
aspects, it is important that we don't
simply fall back into that old tendency
of the American left to look for models
abroad. We should take from Eurocommunism that which is relevant and
valuable to our own situation, but we
should neither see it as providing ready .
answers for us or as a "deviation" to
be avoided.
The European Communist parties

Workers assemb~y at Lip watch factory in Besancon, France, during 1973 strike.
are already powerful mass parties in
societies with well-organized and class
conscious working classes-and with
advanced political, social, and economic crises. When. these parties talk
about democratizing institutions or
nationalizations, their power makes
them a credible alternative to the status
quo: people can see that capitalism is
not the only choice.
Such is not the case in this counfry.
We could take the exact same steps as
any of the European Communist parties and it could matter not a whit. We
are faced with the problems of how to
strengthen a divided working class that
lacks a strong class consciousness,
while simultaneously promoting a socialist vision in the stronghold of capitalist ideology.
Those who say thatEurocommi,mism
is simply reformist and should be written off are mistaken. It has considerable revolutionary potential and many
elements from which we can learn.
However, it does not-and was never

intended to-offer us any blueprint
for these difficult and unique questions
that we face .
Its most urgent lesson is not any particular tactical twist, but rather its
singular underlying premise: that every
country mush examine its own traditions, experiences, and concrete conditions, and must fashion out of theseand the insights of Marxism-a social:
ist strategy and vision that is appropriate
to its own circumstances.
To the extent that Eurocommunism
spurs us to this task with renewed optimism, it is a great contribution to the
building of a socialist movement in
America. But to the extent that it is relied upon as a guide-for what to do or
not to do- we are in danger of once
again looking_ for easy solutions and
·finding only unsolved problems.

Richard Healey is the National Secre- ·
tary of the New American Movement.
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Philadelphia from I'· JO
inadequate and corrupt jobs programs,
etc.

A handful of members of the New
America n Mo\ement and the Democratic Socialist Organizing Committee, as
well as a number of indep<"ndent lf'ftists, are important in PUP and the Coalition. So far their political influence
has been less visible than their organizational eontrilmtions. They have bPen
strong supporters of the themes of collective action, public service as opposed
to private sector jobs, and anti-military
spending. They have contributed to
strengthening ties with labor, the black
community, and are beginning to increase the links with the women's
moveml'nt.
Probabl~ the politi ca l evolutilm of the
full emplo~ ment movement in Philadelphia \'-ill be influenced, at least in
the near future, by how the question of
the Transfer Resolution is resolved. The
left can make a valuable contribution

to the movement nc•t on ly in raising the
issue but in beg inning a proc:Pss of dialogue and debate' that results in a broader awareness of the implica tiom of the
st~uggle for jobs.
In recent weeks HHne discussion has
begun among DSOC and NAM members about the need to d,•velop popular Pducation that wou ld bring a democratic socialist perspective to the local full employlnf'nt movement. The
left has yet' to develop ways to effrctively make its pressure felt on the qualitative issues such as: the kind of work we
want, the organi zation of that work, ,
and the relationship of that work to
our communities, families and to work.
ers in other countries.
Based on the Pbilddelphia experience,
left activists in other centers of high unemployment might n~examine the prospects . for local action-oriented coalitions of the unemploy<'<l lalJor, and
comm11nity groups.
At least three
guidelines for organizing ca n be suggested. First, significant attention to

the immediate scrviL'e needs of the 1.memployed can be balanced with dl1 acti vist stance: the uncmploy<'cl can be
the center of the full employnwnt C'Oa lition and the driving fon-e for "mass
lobbying" and other forms of re~istance
to 1themployment.
Secondly, a strong link with progressive segments of the liwal lalJOr mm·emmt can and probably must he forgc>d
to provide organizers of th< unemployed
with a stable and legitimate base.
Finally, it would seem that from such
a base, the 1eft can and shoukl enh r into a dialogue about the causes of rpass
unemployment and about the kinds of
democratic control of economic institutions that will be neefksd to really
provide full employment.

Demus Brunn , a sociologist and ('Ommunity organizer, is on the strr>ring committee of the Philadelphia Coalition for
fobs. He is a member of NA M ~nd
DSOC.

St. Louis labor bluesfTom page 13
work law. Davis concluded, "They have
now shown their true intentions.- to
break the Union".
As the May I anniversary draws closer
it seems as though Hussman's intentions
ma y be a reality. Though production is
down, turnover high, and quality lacking, Hussman is working and the Steelworkers of· Local 13889 are not. Undoubtedly, the company's next maneuver will be a decertification election.
The situation at Hussman is typical
of the problems faced by organized labor. When a company such as Hussman decides to get rid of a union, all
the cards are in its favor. With the asSets of a c:;onglomerate backing it, Hussman can easily take a strike; it'-s a tax
write-off. With a large reserve army of

unemployed w®rk ers who are ambivalent towards or alienated by organized
labor, ready and willing employees
can be found. With court injunctions
easily obtainal;ile a nd boycotts illegal,
unions can be rendered impotent.
The passage of the national Labor
Law Reform leg islation will help eliminate some of the lega l loopholes that
strengthen the corporate hand, but it
does not address the underlying issues
at Hussman or the real possibility of a
RTW victory in Missouri.
The labor movement in Missouri has
been put on the defensive; the best hope
for its revitalization li es in its ability to
forge new alliances and to develop a
larger and stronger base. In addition it
will need better tie~ with the black community and a more active commitment

to working for (ull employment if the
kind of strike-breaking tac~ics used at
Hussman are to be minimized.
A dialogue among labor, minority,
women's, and environmental groups is
beginning. Their ability to develop a
common program could provide the
basis for the immediate defeat of the
right-to-work effort. More importantly,·
their cooperation can open the docir toward future joint activity. The concept of a labor movement that is constantly seeking to broaden its base and
that tries to represent all working people, not just unionists, is long overdue.
Bob Baugh is a member of St. Louts
NAM and a staff member of the Service
Employees International Union.
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JOBS CONFERENCE Jobs and the Environment is the theme

of a local conference St. Louis NAM mernbelis are helping to
organize May 5. The conference, which has gained support
from many local unions, such as ACTWU and SEIU, is designed to make links between labor activists and environmentalists so they won't work at cross purposes. Machinist
Union President William Winpisinger and Institute for Policy Studies planner Gar Alperovitz will keynote. St. Louis
NAM members also helped launch Missouri Citizen's Action
recently. The group, modeled on similar mass-based statewide citizen action grollps in California and Maryland, w111
begin organizing against high utility rates, but plans to focus
oFi several other issues as well.
HOUSING BATTLE Two years ago, Buffalo NAM initiated
the Housing Resource Center. Today the Center is buildi~g
an organization of tenants in federally subsidized housing.
In such housing, the federal subsidy goes to private management corporations that frequently let the buildings run down
and add a host of extra charges and late fees to the rents.
Minnie Brown, president of Buckingham T-epants {\ssociation (Buckingham is a large management corporation), says
tenants who began the assoCiation 'rhad to face evictions and
being harassed outlandishly." Nonetheless, the group has
perseve·r ed, and has put pressure on the federal government
to enforce the rules against such practices. The Center ' is

Minnif Brown, President of Buckingham Tenants Association~
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also supporting statewide legislation to outlaw retaliatory
evictions. Action by the tenant's association has brought
some relief on problems such as three months wait for minor
repairs. And unity among tenants has made them a force to
be dealt with. "Now HUD and management want to meet
with us. Before, we , weren't anything-just 'you people·, '"
says Brown.
LENGTHY ST~IKE A nationwide boycott of Brentano's bookstores is being called by members of Long Island NAM. Fifteen Brentano's workers, members of Teamster Local 810,
have been on strike for union recognition since October 26.
Picketing Btentano's daily since then, they've cut sales by 50%,
according fo striking NAM member Gary Stevenson. "It's
been a long haul, a very cold winter," says Stevenson, "but
we are determined to win." Brentano's has replaced the
workers, who inCiude retail, warehouse and delivery workers, with scabs and refused to bargain. Brentano's is owned
by McMillan Corporation, which is using large amounts of
money to break the strike.
FREE SPEECH When is an elected official legally bound not
to represent his/her constituents? When the official is a union
steward, according to the leadership of Local 1101 of the
Communications Workers of America. The New York City
local leadership ;emoved a steward who spoke out in favor
of a strike saying that while members of a union have a
right to free speech, stewards must only express the u~ion
leadership's line. Union members sued, saying they could
never elect anym:i.e to express their views under that policy.
They won; but the union appealed and the ruling was reversed. Now the union members are trying to take the case
to the Supreme Court. New York NAM members are supporting their efforts.
AKRON FALL-OUT The repereussions of the Akron antiabortion ordinance are already being felt elsewhere around
the country. And it looks like the next major battle over this
repressive legislation may be shaping up not in a provincia l
small city but in one of our 1major metropolitan centers. The
Chicago City Council is about to begin consideration of a
bill almost identical to the Akron measure (see p. 3 for a description of some of the provisions of the bill). The Chicago
bill has the endorsement of 26 of the city's 52 alderman who
seem to be hoping lihat they can just sneak it through Council quickly and quietly. Fortunately, pro-choice. advocates

do n intend to allow this to happen. The Chicago Women's
Health Task Force, which includes members of Chicago NAM
chapters. is planning to presrure individual aldermen, as well
as to expose the anti-choice thrust of the bill through public

education. It is producing literature on the legislation, including an ad in one of the major daily newspapers. The Task
Force is working with other local women's groups to get broad
sponsorship for the ad and to catalyze active opposition to the
bill.
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Subscribe!
... to a socialist magazine
for activists

Moving On is a magazine uniqye in its scope and perspective. Each month Moving ·On cover labor, the women's movement, minorities, culture and international
events. It d6esn't just report, it analyzes, probes. or lets organizers speak in their own voices.
And its one of the very few publications committed to
democratic socialism and to activism. Because it can take
an articulate stand on an issue while leaving oP0n space
for differing views. And because it is part of an organization, the New American Movement, that is working to
translate its words into political action. Subscribe today.
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$5 regular subscription

$10 sustaining subscription
$25 contributing subscription
Name
Street
City

_ _ _ _ _ State_ _ Zip_ __

Moving On
.3244 N. Clark St.
Chicago, IL 60657
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What is NAM?
The New American Movement is a
nation.wide organization of socialists in
nearly forty chapters. It is committed
to organizing a majority movement for
a social and economic system that is
thoroughly democratic, in which the
wealth and resources of the nation
are publicly owned and democratically controlled by all Americans, in
which the decisions which shape our
lives are decentralized and coordinated in a way that permits f· af t0 ~ii
control over them. Mem . s ip i'1
NAM is open to anyone · agrj3 s
l ~ ~
with its basic principles.
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